Because of the great participation of 4-H’ers we have separate dates for Fashion Revue, Share-the-Fun and County Events Day.

County Events Day is doing a demonstration or illustrated talk. Show and Tell about a 4-H project that you are enrolled in. Competition is held in the Winter on a Saturday. This event is for members who wish to compete for awards, and share what they have learned in their project.

Junior & Intermediate Demonstrations must be 3-12 minutes long and Seniors 5-12 minutes. County winners advance to District competition. Senior (age 14-18) district winners advance to state competition.

The day of the event, room numbers are assigned by category. Three judges and 1 room monitor will be stationed in category rooms. Judging is based on: appearance/poise — voice/grammar — introduction — arrangement & use of equipment - visual aids – logical sequence – ability to work easily & efficiently – your summary.

Also judged:
1) Selection of subject, reason for & practical value of demonstration.
2) Information presented:
   A. One basic theme
   B. Accurate, up to date & complete.
   C. Degree of difficulty.
   D. Knowledge of subject & related skills shown.
   E. Results--- was the finished product good or was the purpose of the demo and/or illustrated talk accomplished.

Categories are:
- Animal Sciences
- Horse Public Speaking
- Citizenship, Leadership, Communication Arts & Career Education
- Environmental Education
- Science & Technology
- GENERAL: Presentations not related to any of the categories.
- PUBLIC SPEAKING: You must mention 4-H & its relationship to materials presented.
- Individual & Family Resources

** Four page “Visual Aid” fact sheet available for ideas on demonstration and “Helpful Hints on Food Prep Demonstration” is posted online or call the office.

** Cloverbuds are encouraged to participate in Table setting, they are also welcome to enter in any category for participation award only. Cloverbuds must have their setting in place before 9:00 am - just look for your child’s name when you arrive for his/her spot. Table settings are to be picked up before the close of County Events Day.

** If it is necessary, you can video tape your demo, with written excuse why you can’t attend.

** Refer to the Events & Activities Handbook for sub categories -

Leaders turn in 1 club form for all participants, make sure that the 4-H member is enrolled in the project and the category has to be correct.